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In today’s global economy, where companies in different countries do business regularly and the 
internet gives even the smallest business the potential to have a global presence, embracing a 
diverse workforce has become more necessary than ever. The idea of cultural diversity is not just 
about hiring people of different races, or hiring people from different religions. It’s not even just 
about hiring workers from different countries. Cultural diversity exists all around us. It exists in 
different households and communities, from the suburbs to the city. Diversity is a part of the very 
fabric of society and it can also become a part of your business as well. 
 
 
How Your Business Benefits from Diversity 
 

Your business will need people with many different skills and experiences. By choosing people of 
varying backgrounds your business can benefit from the different experiences these people have 
gone through. The cultures they were raised in can prove to be very important to your company. If 
you have employees with a variety of backgrounds then you have people with a much different 
point of view than your own. It’s that different point of view that you need to have. 
 
A Different Perspective 
 

A different point of view can be invaluable to your business. The cultures that people come from 
can provide your company with opportunities that you may have not seen or known about. Ideas 
for products that cater to a particular culture or community of people can come from your 
employees. By hiring a diverse set of people you give your company a better chance to tap into 
markets that you might not have realized even existed. 
 
Business Is about Opportunity 
 

Small business is about finding opportunities and taking advantage of them. You need every edge 
you can get as a small business owner and the source of the opportunity or bit of insight should not 
matter to you as much as the results do. People come from a great many backgrounds and there is 
no reason that your business shouldn’t benefit from it. The question is will you hold your business 
back or embrace the idea of cultural diversity in your workforce? 
 
Diversity Is an Advantage 
 

Your business needs every edge you can give it and besides, nowadays it’s just good business 
sense to hire a diverse workforce. Besides the experience that people of other cultures can 
provide, you also give yourself a larger pool of potential employees in which you can hire from. 
That benefit alone can be immensely valuable to your company. Opportunity exists all around you 
but sometimes it takes someone from another culture to point it out to you. 


